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General Studies Paper - IV 
 

Topic:  Contributions of moral thinkers and philosophers from India and world.  

Q) Happiness is the meaning and the purpose of life, the whole aim and end of human 

existence. Comment. (150 Words) 

General 

This quote is by Aristotle 

Mahatma Gandhi asserted that HAPPINESS IS WHEN WHAT YOU THINK, WHAT YOU SAY AND WHAT YOU DO ARE IN 
HARMONY. 

Meaning 

Happiness is physical, mental or emotional state of well-being. It can be defined by some positive emotions ranging 
from pleasant feeling to intense joy. It is the happiness of one & one’s loved ones which matters & drives the actions 
of a person. 

Happiness comes from within and can’t be imbibe from external sources. A happy mind always has attributes of 
empathy, love, compassion, benevolence, solidarity etc for the fellow human beings which serve as the purpose 
of life. 

Purpose 

 Happiness is both a journey & the destination. A person who covers his journey of life happily, his end is also full 
of happiness. A person & his actions themselves are responsible for one’s happiness. Humans, being the superior 
& most Intelligent’ among the animals needs to think about the ways to be happy & make others happy. Its his 
responsibility to provide happiness to other animals by their protection. 

 Happy citizens will propel nation towards prosperity, economic growth, sustainable development, inclusive 
growth etc. Even Bhutan has recognised happiness as a critical component of its nation progress. 

 Contrary to it absence of happiness leads to stress, anxiety, downward spiral in economic growth, increase 
in vulnerability of weak groups, hatred, intolerance, pain etc. 

 A person should not give preference to materialistic happiness and always strive towards serving human needs 
to be happy. 

 Happiness though an important ingredient to live happily is not the only attribute other attributes such as 
emotional intelligence, rationalism, transparency, accountability, probity, integrity etc to lead a happy life. 

 It should be understood that happiness is a positive feeling. If somebody finds happiness in cruelty against 
animals, in outraging modesty of women or in any kind of violence except in defence, that happiness is not true 
& can not provide satisfaction & inner peace to the particular person. 

 True happiness lies in doing something in welfare of others, helping & protecting others & showing compassion 
& sympathy & doing one’s duties in an honest, morally upright & responsible way. Then only happiness can 
become part & parcel of one’s life & can give life its true meaning & objective 

HAPPINESS IS NOT SOMETHING WHICH IS READY MADE. IT COMES FROM YOUR OWN ACTIONS– DALAI LAMA 
 

Q) Good people do not need laws to tell them to act responsibly, while bad people 

will find a way around the laws. Comment. (150 Words) 

General 

Introduction: 

There are two sources of guidance by which human beings can judge the morality of their actions. 

One is outside that is law and other is inherent within the actor that is conscience. 
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Law as moral obligation 

 St Thomas Aquinas defined law – “an ordinance of reason for the common good” – imposes moral obligation to 
act or restrains to not act 

 Law sets up a course of action 

 Aquinas emphasised upon good, possible and just laws therefore. 

 He recognised two kinds of laws – Natural and Positive laws 

 Natural law developed with time and is based on human nature. Human reason can discover it. It is also universal 
and immutable. 

 Positive law is a set of laws and depends on legislators’ free will. Promulgated by some external sign 

 Since natural law is general and vague, positive law is necessitated to clear ambiguity and establish principles 

Conscience 

 Against law which is outside the actor, conscience is within that determines morality. 

 It is a special act of mind that comes into being when the intellect passes judgement on the morality of a particular 
action. 

 From deontological perspective, conscience is a judgement – an act of intellect. 

 It is not a feeling or an emotion. 

 It is very specific to the action, unlike the general nature of laws. 
 

Q) Morality is not the doctrine of how we may make ourselves happy, but how we 

may make ourselves worthy of happiness. Comment. (150 Words) 

General 

Introduction: 

Humans, most of the times, are happy when events of their liking happens, their inner emotions expressed, innate 
desires fulfilled and they are free of all restraints.  

However, this does not necessarily always falls into ethical domain. Making oneself happy would lead to anarchy and 
chaos in the world devoid of morality.  

Morality is the sense which guides us to differentiate between right and wrong. It is the most basic touchstone of 
ethical behaviour to be able to decide what is right and what is not. 

When we make ourselves worthy of happiness it means that our actions are ethical, moral and neutral. When we act 
under our inclinations we are happy but it may be prejudiced against someone and we shall not be worthy of that 
happiness as it comes at the cost of snatching someone else’ happiness. 

 Satisfaction: Morality teaches us not only to take the right decision but to be happy with whatever consequences 
thus follows. 

 Public Regard: A moral person would always be celebrated and respected by the society. 

 Coherence in actions and thoughts: There is no difference between what our conscience tells us and what we 
actual do. Hence as a result we don’t suffer from guilt, depression. 

 Self Worth: When we follow the path shown by our sense of morality, we enjoy our daily work. We take a pride 
in us and our work. 

However, if we act out of rationality knowing that what we are doing is the right thing to do will put us in exalted 
domain of morality. It means that our act shall be governed by moral duty and not our inclinations. 

This rational and reasoned act will give us inner satisfaction and peace and happiness thus gained would be absolute 
and free from any worldly determinant. This way we will make ourselves worthy of happiness. 

(Social and political dimensions of happiness can also be added in the body) 
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Q) “Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all.” 

Comment. (150 Words) 

General  

Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all. 

Introduction: 

 Education has deeper meaning, it seeks to develop an all round personality who is better equipped to 
understand and deal with the complexities of outer world, human relations & emotions, humanity at large and 
able to participate in the process of making the society better, harmonious, conscientious and modern. 

Body 

 Educating only mind means we are able to develop only cognition.  

 But, educating the heart signifies developing empathy, compassion, respect for diversity & human dignity, love, 
respect for the law of the land etc. That would entail learning about and appreciating the wisdom of philosophy, 
ethics, morality, societal values, the beauty of art, literature, poetry, and music.  

 Developing cognition only will lead at best of making human robots not human beings. 

Contemporary context and relevance 

 Unfortunately, today Education has been reduced to just learning of predefined facts. The ideal values sought to 
be secured to an educated individual are completely absent and this has manifested itself in the form of hate 
crimes, terrorism, crimes against humanity etc.  

 Education system shall do away with the utilitarian approach where only aim of education is to get jobs etc. 
and shall strive to secure this true education to an individual where she can proudly claim that she is educated 
both at her mind and heart. 

 Education which includes education on both the dimensions (heart & mind) makes an individual not only 
intellectually sound but also socially productive  

 .For example we have the epitome case of Dr. APJ Kalam who was not only a great scientist, but also a President 
who connected with people emotionally.   

 Similarly, Hitler or Osama bin laden were  instructively educated but without education of the heart and thus 
proved dangerous for the humanity. 

Significance of holistic education 

1. To make us a civilized human being  

 to educate the mind makes us only a machine like robot, which don’t have any kindness, sincerity, love, 
hate etc type human like feelings. 

2. To take right decision  

 A right decision can take with the help of both mind and heart. Mind of conscience is very necessary in this 
sense. The criticism of AI also highlights the same. 

 To establish some values of life  

 Some values like religiousness, nationality, independence etc are directly comes from heart, there is no any 
mind led concept here. 
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Q) “The hottest places in hell are reserved for those who, in times of great moral 

crisis, maintain their neutrality.” Do you agree with the statement? Justify. (150 

Words) 

General 

This quote was attributed by John Kennedy to a medieval thinker of Europe. 

Morality is the greatest attribute of humanity and distinguishes it from mere animal existence. When humans are 
faced with dilemma of choosing between a good and bad act (with supposed personal gains), moral crisis is said to be 
in place. 

Neutrality is bad 

 Choosing nothing between moral and immoral act a person may think she has avoided the crisis. However, it is 
not so because choosing nothing is also a conscious decision and will equally affect the outcome of the event. 

 If a moral man stands by, seeing and recognizing the atrocity and yet fails to intervene he is at least as responsible 
as the perpetrators themselves. If he does the wrong thing he may be immoral but being amoral means he has 
no values whatsoever and therefore cannot be improved or saved. Neutrality is another way of saying: stand by 
and do nothing when you could’ve made the difference. 

 Napoleon has asserted, ” The world suffer not by the violence of the bad people, but by the silence of the good 
people”.  

 Neutrality shows the trait of avoiding the responsibility. Our actions affect our surrounding and being neutral has 
its own consequences and the responsibility for the outcome of neutrality can never be avoided. 

Neutrality is sometimes good 

 However, neutrality is also not infallible. Sometimes neutrality is demand of the time, say NAM by India and other 
developing nation was the need of the time which was also quoted sometime as negative in case of a Bipolar 
World.  

 The NOTA option in elections also highlights the critical role neutrality can play. NOTA demands morality from the 
political parties while choosing their candidates. 

 

Q) “All that we are is the result of what we have thought.” Comment. (150 Words) 

General 

This quote is from Buddha. 

 We are often driven by our desires, belief, passions and prejudices which are the result of our constant thought 
process and evaluation of our surrounding. We strongly tend to comply with ourselves so as to avoid cognitive 
dissonance. This compliance results in our personality formation and we consciously or unconsciously affect 
people accordingly. 

 Constant thinking subconsciously triggers us to act in a particular way, by making our thoughts pure and as per 
the standards of society we will proved to be an asset for society. Our perception about the world and likely 
compliance all depends on our thought process. 

 Hitler used his destructive thinking power while Gandhi ji through the use of Ahimsa and 
Satyagraha  germinated the anti-colonial yoke in the psyche of the masses. 

 In India,  our ancient culture aspired to have purest thoughts for the “vasudev kutumbkam”. The purity of 
thoughts has also been advocated in Vedas. 

 The greatest accomplishments in science and the spiritual world have been from people freeing their minds and 
opening themselves up to new ideas and concepts. Infact the progress of our society depends on our aggregate 
thinking. 

 Therefore it is imperative to use our thoughts judiciously which focuses towards love , empathy, compassion, 
solidarity, benevolence ,integrity, emotional intelligence, transparency, honesty, accountability etc. towards 
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one another and to refrain from thoughts which holds us back which might create hatred, intolerance, crimes, 
exploitation, dissent etc. 

 Impeccable integrity can lead to more transparency, accountability, no to favoritism & nepotism or despotism 

 Similarly love can lead to more lesser violence, more tolerance, easy going around, no hatred, humanity as 
supreme etc.  

 Our shallow ideology and stubbornness can lead to mass exodus world at the verge of destruction like in West 
Asia or Myanmar can spread peace & prosperity and happiness. So repercussions is we the Human has to face, 
can also state environment destruction and nations thinking about it. 

 It is to keep in mind that CHANGE THE THOUGHT AND YOU CHANGE THE WORLD 
 

Topic:  Human Values – lessons from the lives and teachings of great leaders, reformers and 

administrators; 

Q) Martin Luther King Jr., the greatest American figure in the 20th century, is also 

known as one of the very few moral leaders in the modern history. Discuss his ideas 

and their significance today. (150 Words) 

The Indian Express  

Introduction: 

 Martin Luther King Jr. is, without doubt, the greatest American figure in the 20th century. A Baptist priest of vast 
intellectual depth and complexity, King was also a systematic political thinker. His thoughts on non-violence and 
his struggle against segregation and inequalities in the US influenced several generations of non-violent thinkers 
and activists. 

 Many around the world continue to consider King as the American Gandhi who through his method of non-
violent direct action succeeded in arousing the American nation to the evils of racism and poverty and preparing 
the enactment of historic civil rights legislation.  

King’s ideas 

1. Satyagraha as a tool for positive assertion of rights 

 He became Gandhi’s greatest disciple, by embracing Gandhi’s Satyagraha as a method of struggle for the 
emancipation of blacks in America. 

2. Non-violence linked to God and human personality 

 He recognised Mahatma Gandhi’s legacy of non-violence for the effectiveness of his own campaigns in areas 
such as integration and voting rights.  

 King came to regard non-violence as an intrinsic deduction from the principle of “personality.” 

 One has to look at King’s innumerable references to the idea of “personal God” and to “the sacredness of 
human personality” to understand the theoretical and practical connections between non-violence and 
personalism in King’s thoughts and actions.  

 For non violence, he gave a quote darkness can’t be removed by darkness but only with light likewise 
hatred can’t remove with hatred but with love 

3. Moral order inherent – God’d justice 

 King’s anthropological optimism provided him with a solid trust in the place of justice in history. He 
asserted: “I have not lost faith, I am not in despair because I know that there is a moral order. I have not lost 
faith because the arch of the moral universe is long but it bends toward justice.”  

 King’s insistence on God’s justice is the important connection between striving for Christian love and 
establishing the Gandhian strategy of non-violence.  
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4. Love as a social tool 

 In King’s view, to restore the broken community in America we need to replace the love of power by the 
power of love.  

 By relating agape to community interrelatedness, King tries to draw a critical argument against the degrading 
and inhuman conditions of African Americans in the American society.  

 Here King’s prophetic role plays its part, because he turns Gandhi and the Gospel into social tools for a better 
social, political and economic order.  

5. Concept of beloved community 

 King considers the beloved community as the logical and inevitable outcome of the synthesis of the Gospel 
of Jesus and the Gandhian strategy of non-violence.  

 King proclaimed: “All men are interdependent. Every nation is an heir of a vast treasure of ideas and labour 
to which both the living and the dead of all nations have contributed.” 

Relevance 

 Today, nearly 50 years after his assassination, King’s vision of the beloved community is more relevant than 
ever in American society and beyond.  

 More than ever, we need to put a spotlight on King’s moral leadership in a world where no politician can be 
called a moral leader. 

 Extrapolate the ideas as classified onto the varied problems that exists on social, national or international level. 
 

Q) The Mahabharata — besides teaching us the art of warfare, it also teaches us the 

deeper values of life. Examine. (150 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction: 

The epic of Mahabharata teaches various principles & techniques regarding warfare like skilled warfare (Chakravuha 
system), role of leader, role of advisors, various technologies & weapons used. But this interpretation is a narrow one, 
in a broader sense, Mahabharata delves into deeper values of life who strict adherence will strengthen modern 
concept of ‘rule of law’. Some important values are – 

 Duty is sacrosanct – perform your duty even if it means going against your beloved ones is the message of Krishna 
to Arjuna  

 Respect inherent dignity of every human being – A kingdom/society which violates human dignity is bound to 
decimate. Kaurvas act of tampering with the dignity of Draupadi decimated the whole Kaurvas 

 Uphold Dharma & Truth – life of Yudhistira is an epitome of truth & Dharma. it symbolises that Dharma needs to 
be upholded even if it means losing the war 

 War is bound to cause misery & destruction for millions of years to come– Even fought for a just cause, war is 
full of destruction & thus, in a way Mahabharata teaches the importance of diplomacy 

 Teacher is equivalent to Good – even standing on the opposite side of battle, Arjuna first payed respect to his 
teacher. 

 Immoral means like corruption, cheating only provides momentary gains, in long-terms truth always becomes 
victorious as exemplified by victory of Pandavas over Kauravas 

Conclusion 

 Kurushetra’s warfare has many things to learn not in arena of warfare but in the area of establishing peace, 
prosperity & growth. above all, even if a cardinal principle that ‘duty is sacrosanct’ can be learnt, we can be able 
to eliminate all kinds of administrative inefficiency & be able to establish ‘effective, efficient & participatory 
administration’ 
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Q) Do you consider public discourse on sex or sexuality immoral? Justify. (150 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Cultural argument 

 Our culture is replete with vivid depictions of compromised positions through history, from the pages of the 
Kama Sutra and the walls of the Khajuraho temples to the screens of Bollywood and regional films.  

Youth impacted 

 The truth is that our continuing inability to be comfortable about the display of affection and the opportunity 
to love is deeply troubling for the 200 million young people caught, like the proverbial deer in the head-
lights, between their desires and the denial of expressions of their sexuality.  

1. Under-sexed due to increasing age of marriage 

 Our youth are turbo-charged sexual creatures whose animal instincts need authoritarian and paternalistic 
control, they are, in fact, amongst the most under-sexed in the world.  

 But the real existential crisis that the youth are trapped in is unique to our times.  

 Over the past hundred years, the average age of marriage has steadily increased from the early teens to 
the early-20s. 

 Yet, during this period of dramatic changes in the lives of young people, social norms prohibiting sexual 
relations (or, even just hugging) until marriage have remained inflexible. 

 As a result, young Indians are now waiting longer than their grand-parents’ generation to enjoy sex, at a stage 
of life when they are primed, from both psychosocial and biological perspectives, to be sexually active.  

 To make matters worse, there is a toxic atmosphere surrounding sexuality education in schools. 

 There is an abysmal lack of safe spaces to romance, and there is limited access to information and services 
regarding contraception. 

2. Easy aceess to pornography 

 At the same time, our youth have unrestricted access to a torrent of online pornography which becomes 
their only source of information, however twisted, about sexuality and we have the ingredients of a perfect 
storm. 

Conclusion 

 It is time to reclaim sexuality from the self-appointed guardians of morality and to recognise that being sexual 
is integral to being human. 

 In addition to making comprehensive sexuality education, designed in an age-appropriate way, accessible to 
all young people from an early age, we need thought leaders, in particular young people, to champion an open 
dialogue and challenge archaic values about youth sexuality.  

 

Topic:  Ethics and Human Interface: Essence, determinants and consequences of Ethics in 

human actions; 

Q) What do you understand by social media ethics? Discuss the major ethical issues 

that social media faces today. (150 Words) 

General 

Introduction: 

 Social media ethics refers to the value, moral and belief the social media upholds. It is concerned with the use 
of social media in the right way in right perspective, right purpose and for upholding the right cause. 

 Social media has been penetrated to the lowest strata of society and it’s widespread linkage has been used by 
hacktivist and cyber dissidents to uphold various causes plauging the society.  

 Along with this there is also widespread misuse of social media which gave rise to various ethical issues – 
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Financial frauds  

 People are becoming victim of online scam through social media.  

Violation of human rights  

 Online teasing, cyber bullying, recent blue whale game has resulted into death of innocent children. 

Online abuse  

 It is used for defamation and slander to trample the dignity of individual for political and personal purposes. 

Addiction  

 People spent hours and hours on social media. It decreases their productive capacity.  

Hamper social relationships 

 Social media lowers social contacts which deters personality development. The lack of social cohesion comes with 
other issues as well. 

Radicalisation tool 

 It has been used by terrorist outfits to radicalise populace, particularly youth and recruit them as terrorist. Lone 
wolf attack have altered the security aspect significantly in recent years.  

 The ethical issues like unintended targetting of specific groups by the security agencies and resulting backlash 
will involve huge ethical dimension. 

Propaganda tool  

 Though social media has been a great avenue to engage people in political discourse, the use by various political 
parties and organisations in a polarising manner can also cause havoc.  

 It can be averted by good interventions during education days with proper humanistic education.  

Conclusion 

Social media needs to be used in a ethical manner so that problem are solved rather than created. Government  and 
civil society besides should work together to curb the unethical use of social media in the country so that various 
tenets which are country upholds should not get violated. 
 

Topic:  role of family, society and educational institutions in inculcating values.  

Q) Is it right to use phrases such as ‘honour killing’, ‘gangarape’ and ‘love jihad’ 

more frequently to describe violent crimes against women? Justify. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

The terms like “honour killing’, ‘gangrape’ and ‘love jihad’ have become common in socio-political discourse. 

Using these kind of terms is not right because: 

Honour killing 

 The term ‘honour killing’ is from the perspective of the perpetrators of the crime.  

 We should prefer terms like ‘rogue killing’, ‘supercilious killing’, ‘haughty killing’ 

Gangrape 

 Such term creates psychological fear in the minds of the females. This tends to restrict them to exclusive spaces 
“free of men”, which hampers their overall growth. 

 As some feminists asserts, the stigma attached with rape highlights the sexual morality attached to women which 
is antithetical to a just society. 
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Love Jihad 

 The term ‘Love jihad’ represents vitriol, polarisation and demonising intents in this term.  

 Apart from its obvious misogyny (by Hindu female victimhood) and phobia for minorities and subalterns, the 
most damaging impact of the use of this term is that it normalises criminal behaviour of entrenched interest 
groups.. 

 Significantly, it damages the sanctity of love that has been honoured throughout ages including in Indian 
scriptures. 

Conclusion 

Thus such usage of words hampers the dignity of woman by presenting them as second citizens, dependent and weak 
humans. We should find alternate terms for describing the crimes in the discourse while maintaining the ethicality of 
individual nature of women. 

Such hate speech is always repeatable speech, drawing its strength from stereotypes and rhetoric. Thus there is 
critical need to not only combat their use, but also struck deep roots to make the change. 
 

Topic:  Ethics in public administration; Ethics in human actions.  

Q) Perpetration of hate crimes in the name of religion or caste reflect incapacity of 

the state to provide its citizens basic rights. Comment. (150 Words) 

The Wire 

The Indian Express 

Introduction: 

Hate crime is defined as a crime which is usually violent in nature directed towards a particular group, caste, 
community etc which results from prejudice or intolerance based on ethnicity, colour, gender, gender identity etc 

Such incidents not disturb social fabric but also hampers peace and tranquillity depriving individuals from right to live 
with dignity, creates stress, trauma, fear, crisis of credibility in govt machinery to stop crimes, lack of attributes of 
empathy , love ,compassion etc. 

Right to live with dignity and without undue fear have been recognised as the fundamental rights under our 
constitution. The principles enshrined in UDHR-1948 run through Constitution and assure a citizen of protection of 
her basic human rights in all circumstances. 

Hate crimes in the name of religion and caste destroy the delicate balance of social cohesion on which social harmony 
thrives. The State has the fundamental responsibility of maintaining peace and tranquility in society along with 
promoting social harmony and fraternity. 

The legitimacy of State is derived from an unwritten contract between its citizen and itself that State will be the 
protector of their lives and property irrespective of their caste, religion, race, ethnicity and gender. The breach of this 
contract raises existential doubts over effectiveness and validity of State. 

The State shall strive to raise public awareness that fuel bias-motivated incidents, enforce related laws forcefully to 
show its authority and secular character, educate citizen, run various community conflict resolution programs and 
mainstream the social issues for larger public debate. 

Way forward 

Therefore state should take certain measures to stop such violence such as stringent punishment to the offenders, 
robust hate crimes laws, sensitising society, give more teeth to law enforcement agencies, right to freedom of speech 
and expression should be implemented in letter and spirit, leaders to act morally and responsibly not to spread discord 
for vote bank politics etc. 

Hence perpetrators of hate crimes should be dealt in a harsh manner to realize the dream of vasudhaiva kutumbakam 
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Q) Give compelling reasons why hate crimes must be denounced by all sections of 

the society. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

 Hate speech is incitement to hatred primarily against a group of persons defined in terms of race, ethnicity, 
gender, sexual orientation, religious belief and the like. 

 Thus, hate speech is any word written or spoken, signs, visible representations within the hearing or sight of a 
person with the intention to cause fear or alarm, or incitement to violence. 

Consequences of hate crime 

 Hate crimes are particularly serious because of their potential to provoke panic.  

 Such crimes pose a very stiff challenge in a democratic society.  

 They may be isolated, they may be the handiwork of individuals acting on their own, but by positioning one group 
(religious, racial, ethnic, gender) against another, the impact of these crimes spills into the wider community.  

 They heighten anxieties among the targeted groups, and in the age of a polarised social media, they risk giving 
the unacceptable a perverse acceptability.  

 It disturbs social fabric thereby distorting secular framework of india 

 It hampers peace and tranquillity, suspicion among various sects of society 

 It deprives individuals from right to live with dignity, right to equality as per constitution of india 

 It could impair economic growth & development. At times, it causes displacement & migration. 

 It could polarize the electorate and give way to the divisive elements in to the political system and thus relegating 
real issues in a poor country like India. 

 It t threatens to other attributes such as empathy love compassion, solidarity, co operation and co ordination 

 There is only one way to counter them: with a clear, unambiguous consensus against hate. 
 

Q) You are working as Superintendent of Police (SP) in a district that is communally 

sensitive. It’s also the home district of chief minister (CM) of the state, whose daughter 

you are married to. There have been incidents such as killing of labourers involved in 

transport of cows; killing of muslim boys alleging their involvement in ‘love jihad’; killing 

of a local journalist who was very vocal about communal politics etc. In addition, one of 

the members of parliament representing the district, is fond of giving hate speeches to 

incite mobs to indulge in violence. You are aware that certain local leaders have an agenda 

to polarise population in the district in the name of religion. As elections are nearing, 

communal polarisation is happening fast. The state CM belongs to a political party that 

has communal agenda. This time there is a chance of CM losing out in the election. It’s do 

or die situation for him on which his political career rests on. He wants you to be soft on 

communal elements so that he can capitalise on fear to garner votes. However, you come 

from a background where you were taught secular and inclusive views from the childhood 

itself. You are a person who believes that peaceful society is prerequisite to achieve 

development. However, due to certain circumstances, you had to marry a daughter of a 

politician who professes politics of hate. Your marriage life is going very well. You are in a 

situation where your father in law believes that you can save his political career by being 

soft on his type of politics, on the other hand you can not risk the consequences of not 

heeding to his plea. 
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1. In this situation, what short-term and long-term consequences do you foresee in 
case you choose to follow chief minister’s directive? Examine. 

2. Evaluate merits and demerits of various options that you can explore to address 
ethical issues that you are posed with in this situation.  (300 Words) 

General 

The given situation is one of the most mundane, though critical situation often faced by a public servant. Here there 
is a pressure from CM who also happen to be his father in law to abandon his duty and thus also brings his personal-
professional life in conflict. This is a case of dereliction of duty on CM part as Constitution mandates secular ethos. 

This is a test of his integrity, impartiality and ability to face pressure, coupled b y the fact that there is a risk of 
affecting the constituency grievously. 

Consequences of following CM’s directives 

Short Term 

 The atmosphere in the society will be communally polarised even to the extent of killings of innocent. 

 In the midst of communal polarisation, the CM might win the elections at the cost of political values. 

 The constitutional values enshrined under Articles 14, 15, 21, 25 will be violated, along with the plural spirit of 
Indian culture. 

 People in general and particularly minority community will lose confidence in the state apparatus and thus may 
resort to extra-constitutional and extra-legal measures including terrorism.  

 The professional compromise done will leave an impact on my integrity as well, which will have serious 
consequence in respect of my commitment to the people as a public servant. 

Long Term 

 The socio-political discourse will be irreparably damaged in the current of communal polarisation. 

 Consequent of polarisation, the real civic issues of public will be relegated. 

 There will always be communal tension, which will be a dent on the resources of Police Department significantly 
owing to the constant vigil required. 

Alternative Courses of Action 

Being a relative of the CM, there is an option to keep aside from the duty citing ‘conflict of interest’ or following 
the orders. 

Merits 

 The cordial family atmosphere can be preserved. 

 There will be ease in the professional life as per the whims. 

Demerits 

 Abrogating the responsibility is against the ethics and code of a public servant when he has due authority in his 
hands. 

 In a critical situation, the general public looks towards the efficient public servants to protect their lives and 
property. Such breach of trust is sin for a public servant. 

Refusing to accept such orders and negotiate through my wife with the father in law who is CM. 

Merits 

 The primary aim of saving the lives will be served for the time being. 
 It will reflect a harmonious balance between personal and professional duty. 

Demerits 

 The deep rooted problem of communalism will not be sorted out which will need different interventions against 
this ad hoc approach. 
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Topic:  Ethical concerns and dilemmas in government and private institutions; 

Q) It is argued that censoring movies is wrong on various grounds. In the light of 

recent controversy regarding release of Hindi feature film Padmavati, critically 

comment. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Resolving ethical dilemma: A individual should ask himself/herself the following questions 

1. Is the action legal and consistent with govt policy? 

 There is no provision for banning a film in the certification rules.  

 The rules are only meant to classify films into various categories.  

 Of course, we need to ensure that films do not spread ideas that sow the seeds of treason or divisiveness 
among people.  

 But there are sufficient safeguards against such possibilities in the Constitution. 

2. Is the action in line with my organization’s goals and Code of Conduct? 

 A committee headed by Shivaram Karanth was formed in 1979 to advise the government on the film 
industry and how quality of films could be ensured.  

 There was consensus that censorship is a shame and should be done away with.  

 Chopra and Sagar pleaded with us not to recommend scrapping of censorship as the censor certificate was 
what saved them whenever someone went to court against their big-budget films.  

 They said the certification was a sign of approval of their films from the government 

3. What will be the outcomes for – organization  colleagues, other parties and myself? 

 Outcomes for organisation 

4. Ban will an indignition to the interity of Censor Board 

 Outcomes for Collegues 

5. They will become more vulnerable to political pressures against the mandate of impartiality. 

 Outcomes for other parties – Rajput Community 

6. Their sentiments should be adequetly taken care of without undermining the sanctity of the institution. 
 

Q) The recent incident of cancelling Max Hospital’s license is commendable in spirit 

but bad in law. Comment. (150 Words) 

The Wire 

Introduction: 

Milton Friedman has asserted that it is incorrect to measure of any policy based on its intention rather than its 
outcome 

No matter how compelling the reasons, governments cannot be guided by emotions of moral outrage and of right 
and wrong.  

Spirit 

 The only course in such cases, that in India’s case are substantially high, is to severely punish the guilty and fine 
the establishments for poor oversight, while always keeping in hand the residual power to shut down a hospital 
in grave circumstances affecting public health.  

 The cancellation penalises the negligence of duty 

 Justice for those that faced poor treatment, though it is elusive in senses more than one 
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 It sets the right precedent for future cases where the accountability will be given due importance by the hospitals. 

 But populist measure may not be 

 It will not address the deeper massive of rampant corruption in medical administration and institutions like MCI, 
and thus comprehensive policy measures are required. 

Bad in law 

 Encroachment of Authority: MCI and not Delhi government the right body to cancel registration. The action 
are reflective of the pathetic state of the MCI and its total failure to enforce ethical practice. 

 Rule of law violated : Even those that are not guilty shall be affected due to cancellation. A negligent action by 
one doctor or a department resulting in death or grievious injury should not entail cancellation and closure of a 
hospital that may contain many departments. A democratic society is founded on the basis of the rule of 
law that must guide government actions. This is so in order to avoid governments misusing their power, 
resorting to arbitrary action and ensuring fair play and natural justice. 

Conclusion 

 Thus the spirt in some aspects is commendable it should be backed by commensurate, well thought out actions 
of good governance. 

 Governments have a special duty to lay down laws, rules and regulations to stop providers and hospital 
establishments from getting away with predatory behavior or malpractice 

 

Q) Examine the moral and rights dimensions of the proposed FRDI Bill. (150 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction: 

FRDI Bill has evoked a strong response from various quarters including consumer organisations, bank employee unions 
and trade unions and has various moral and rights issues 

Moral dimension 

 The bail-in clause which provides for using the money of innocent depositors for resolution of ailing banks raises 
the moral question related to natural justice. The rising NPAs which resulted in bank’s failure is an outcome of 
corporate malfunctioning and faulty policies. 

 The proposed bail-in clause may make the financial corporations less accountable & less careful as they know 
there are depositors to solve their failure. However, the classification of banks by the proposed Resolution 
Corporation will keep banks in check of this particular tendency. 

 In a democracy taking decisions without the consent of the involved stakeholders indicates towards moral 
hazard. 

Rights dimension 

 FRDI Bill disallows the proposed corporation’s resolution process from being challenged in courts. It is legal and 
constitutional right of every legal entity to move to court where it feels that a gross injustice has been done. 

 The provision to change the depositors into shareholders of the financial entity in case of the failure undermines 
the Right To Choice & Right to Information of the depositors. 

 The bail-in provision seeks to confer statutory powers to a Resolution Authority to convert existing creditors 
(including depositors) into shareholders to recapitalise ailing banks. A statutory scheme that provides for forcing 
depositors, without a need for taking their consent, to become members of a banking corporation is manifestly 
restrictive of their Fundamental Right. 

Thus the need is to see all the dimensions of the bill and the socio-economic-political conditions of the country. 
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Topic:  Public/Civil service values and Ethics in Public administration: Status and problems; 

Q) Hate speech poses complex challenges to freedom of speech and expression. 

Examine the recommendations made by the Law Commission to address hate 

speeches. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

Hate speech is incitement to hatred primarily against a group of persons defined in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, 
sexual orientation, religious belief and the like.  

Thus, hate speech is any word written or spoken, signs, visible representations within the hearing or sight of a 
person with the intention to cause fear or alarm, or incitement to violence. 

Hate speech poses complex challenges to freedom of speech and expression.  

 In March 2017, the Law Commission, led by former Supreme Court judge, Justice B.S. Chauhan, recommended 
inserting two new provisions in the IPC, including speech that instills “fear or alarm” in the listeners, probably 
goading them to violence. 

Amendments suggested 

The Criminal Law (Amendment) Bill, 2017 suggested by the Commission proposes to add  

 Section 153C (prohibiting incitement to hatred)  

 Section 505A (causing fear, alarm, or provocation of violence in certain cases) in the IPC and  

 make the necessary changes in the Criminal Procedure Code. 

Analysis 

 The global disparity in the treatment of hate speech, the Commission reasons, may be because they apprehend 
that setting a standard for determining unwarranted speech may lead to suppression of free speech and 
expression. 

 Also hate speech may perpetuate the deep rooted notions and prejudices. Thus the attitudes got formed which 
are harmful. 

 It also disturbs the discourse by preventing real issues to crop up. 

 It tends to neglect the minority views thus hampering democratic framework 

 It creates stress, trauma, fear in the minds of people, among different communities, religion etc. 
 

Q) It is common to see certain blind practices being followed by politicians and even 

administrators in India. Examine how does blind faith among public servants affect 

governance. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

Skepticism is the highest duty and blind faith the one unpardonable sin. 

Many politicians and administrators are often been influenced by superstitions and blind faith. It shows their wanting 
in emotional Intelligence, scientific temper and belief in oneself. 

It causes harm to governance in the following ways 

1. Decision making influenced 

 Due to blind faith, superstition often prevails over the reason in their decisions and policies. It makes the 
decision and policies ineffective which not only cost the exchequer but also hampers the trust of citizens 
in the government. 
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 A superstitious politicians cannot solve problems with the help of science and logic. E.g the issue of black 
magic, infanticide should be dealt with liberal and scientific mindset, otherwise it would create 
disharmony in the society. 

2. Rationality deterred 

 Superstition mars the scientific rationale. Administrators advocating this type of attitude indirectly 
promote irrationality among people. Society becomes prone to vulnerability. 

3. Inclusivity denied 

 Such influenced politicians deprive sections of people who are considered to be inauspicious. Inclusive 
growth is hampered. It creates an environment of deprivation, partiality, anguish, distrust among those 
people. 

 Eg politicians not visiting a particular place because it is inauspicious hampers the growth of that 
particular place. 

4. Clouds accountability through superstitions 

 Superstitious politicians and their blind faith do not let them to see through their shortcomings in their 
functioning. It hampers the democratic nature of our governance, it lacks transparency, accountability 
and reliability on their part. 

 As is said, “CONSCIENCE WITHOUT JUDGEMENT IS SUPERSTITION” 

Conclusion 

 As our constitution deems it as a Fundamental Duty to develop scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of 
inquiry and reform, it is required that politicians and other administrators should avoid all the superstitious 
practices in their official capacities so that they do not percolate through the public discourse. 

 

Q) There is a need for removing discretion and codifying the conflict of interest 

inherent in having senior bureaucrats assuming corporate roles post-resignation or 

retirement. Comment. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

 Some bureaucrats seem to have meshed the virtues of public service with private profit in retirement. They 
expose themselves to a potential conflict of interest. Conflict of interest is seen to be at the root of all abuse of 
power by public officials for private ends. 

 It is important to understand the scale of the problem, determine the right legal mechanism to deter and work 
towards changing our lackadaisical cultural norms on conflict of interest. 

 India has an official policy however, regulated by the Ministry of Personnel, whereby senior bureaucrats have to 
seek permission for commercial employment after their retirement.  

 However, such grants of permission within cooling-off period depend primarily on government discretion, with 
no codified mechanism. 

Necessity of such a discretion 

 Not all corporate roles are same. Hence there is a need for case to case judgement. 

 Such a judgement needs to consider role of the bureaucrat in government and the role he will play in the 
corporate organisation. 

 Any laid out procedure will surely have certain loopholes which a bureaucrat will know how to exploit. 

Reduce discretion and codify procedure 

 There is a need for legislation to make non-disclosure of a conflict of interest punishable.  

 A private member’s bill (The Prevention and Management of Conflict of Interest Bill, introduced in 2012), the 
legislation ought to cover all arms of governance, including the judiciary, the legislature and the executive.  
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 The recommendation of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on the Department of Personnel and Training, 
calling for early retirement if interested in post-retirement private service is established, needs to be 
implemented, besides increasing the mandatory cooling period to five years so that no undue influence can be 
exerted by the retired bureaucrat.  

 Also, the reasons for declining their requests for joining such firms need to be laid out clearly, to limit political 
concerns. 

 An open, public data platform enlisting all post-retirement appointments of civil servants will increase 
transparency 

Government spends huge time and money to train a bureaucrat. He is privy to many secret. Hence there is a need to 
increase cool off period. Also bureaucrats can rather be encouraged to join philanthropic work. 
 

Topic:  Challenges of corruption 

Q) In your opinion, what are the lessons that public and administrators should learn 

from the special CBI court’s acquittal of all accused in the 2G spectrum allocation 

scam case? Critically comment. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Wire 

The trial of 2G spectrum allocation fiasco has given us a chance to think about the ethical, administrative and political 
issues.  

Lessons for Public: 

 The veracity of an event or issue shall always be verified in this post truth era and where no means exist for 
verification of truth people shall wait and have faith in judiciary to come out with truth until then the onus of not 
spreading undue rumors lies on them. 

 People will now be careful in future media trials… These prime time character assassination by big media houses 
will have reduced effect.. we will become more responsible citizens 

 Democracy by good and ethical governance shall be main issue for public when sending their elected 
representatives to legislature. 

 The acquittal shows that to sway away by the mere political rhetoric & propaganda while choosing the 
government in a democracy is to be avoided.  

Lessons for an Administrator: 

 Whenever a public policy is formulated it shall be above criticism and transparency of the policy shall be 
recognized on the basis of the fact that all the relevant substance of the policy has been in the public domain. 
The inputs and confidence of all stakeholders have been taken into account. 

 The work ethics of administrators shall be as per the law and their code of conduct. Any changes in the policy 
must be fair, just, reasonable and lawful. 

 The implementation of policy shall be as per the preformulated and well discussed plan. Any contingencies shall 
be well thought of and as per the dynamics of facts and circumstances of the case.  

 Spirit of Collective responsibility and fair competition shall be the observed in utmost good faith also too much 
power in hands of very few shall be avoided. 

 Question arises on the credibility of the government machinery & administrators, especially CAG 
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Topic:  Attitude 

Q) What do you understand by political values? How are they determined?  (150 

Words) 

Reference 

Introduction: 

 The position an individual takes on an issue often reflects his or her place in society by income and education, 
religion, race or ethnicity, region, and gender and is said to be called his/her political values. 

 People who have the same social background usually share the same political ideas. 

Factors determining the political values 

1. Income and education 

 Low-income people tend to endorse a stronger economic role for the federal government than do 
wealthier ones. 

 The rich generally favor a limited government and emphasize the ability of everyone to succeed through 
hard work.  

 This belief in individual responsibility may overcome a worker’s self-interest in endorsing large social 
programs. 

2. Race and ethnicity 

 There are deep differences between the two groups in their perceptions of the judicial system and the 
role of the police in society. 

 Self-interest also plays a significant role in attitudes on racial policies.  

 Racial and ethnic minorities tend to favor affirmative action programs 

3. Religion 

 Major religious groups have their own liberal and conservative wings that frequently oppose each other 
on political issues. 

4. Region 

 The region of the country a person lives in can affect political attitudes.  

 The Northern states of India tend to support a strong defense policy, a preference reinforced by the 
presence of many military installations in the region.  

5. Gender 

 Gender gap, a term that refers to the varying political opinions men and women hold 

 Unmarried women hold political views distinct from those of men and married women, views that lead 
them to support the liberal political views at a disproportionate rate.  

 On abortion, there is very little difference between men’s and women’s opinions. 
 

Q) Why the grammar of political discourse matters in democracy? Do you think 

increasing coarseness in the language used in politics is result of declining values 

in our political leaders? Comment. (150 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction: 

Significance of political discourse 

 Political discourse is the life of democracy. Democracy will be stultified and loose its progress without free, 
dynamic and valued political discourse. Stakeholders in a democratic set up evolve, make informed decisions, 
hold representatives responsible and contribute to democratic advancement of political set up with time only 
because of free political discourse. 
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Decline of public discourse 

 However, the tone used in political discourse of recent times is somewhat discouraging. Using undemocratic 
language (sometimes going to the extreme of using abusive language), specially by high political figures, debases 
and lowers the morality in politics and further encourages the lower rung also to use the same. 

It can be attributed to many factors: 

1. Declining personal ethical values. 

2. Promoted politics or dynastic politics where the leaders often lack sufficient groundwork. 

3. Corruption, irresponsible attitude, loss of touch of reality and unawareness of the values of democracy  

4. Winning at any cost has become the norm. Means are not considered 

Reflection of society 

 Electors often idolise the high public political figures and they have their own prejudices and these get wind when 
political figures use undemocratic language.  There is a direct relationship between the ethical values of society 
and then the leadership. 

 Type of polity and its language deeply depends on the society it represents. In a democratic setup, leaders are 
willing to say what the masses are willing to hear. So the current increasing coarseness in political discourse 
should be seen as a broader problem of degrading values and ethics in society as a whole than just in leaders.  

Reinforcement of prejudices 

 Polarization and spreading of disharmony are the results when political discourse is diluted with coarseness in 
language. 

Way forward 

 Though the responsibility of leaders cannot be denied. When the senior and top leaderships themselves use foul 
language, other members and public start feeling justifying their use of such language. Hence leaders should lead 
with good examples. 

 We need to invest (better education) in a strong value-driven society which is not accepting of such behaviour. 
 

Q) Creativity is seeing what everyone else has seen, and thinking what no one else 

has thought. Discuss the moral dimensions of creativity. (150 Words) 

Livemint 

Creativity is seeing what everyone else has seen, and thinking what no one else has thought – Albert Einstein 

 Defined as the ability to come up with ideas that are both novel and useful, creativity’s desirability possibly 
outstrips that of any other trait, except perhaps intelligence. 

Relationship between ethics and creativity 

 Creativity influences behaviour in unintended, indirect ways. 

 Research shows that thinking creatively is more likely to lead to dishonest behaviour.  

 In other words, when faced with ethical dilemmas or the “grey zone”, creative people are more likely to behave 
unethically. 

1. Moral flexibility 

 Thinking creatively, or “outside the box”, leads individuals to restructure information and knowledge in 
several different ways, thus blurring the boundaries of right and wrong. 

 The more the amount of creativity required on their job, the more likely they were to indulge in dishonest 
behaviour. 

 Essentially, being creative, or the ability to think flexibly in many directions, blurs the thin line between 
honesty and dishonesty in ambiguous situations.  
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2. Feeling of entitlement 

 Creative people, being the rare breed they are, are perhaps more deserving of the better things in life. 

 While moral flexibility is one reason underlying this unethical behaviour, the feeling of entitlement is 
another. 

 By contributing original and novel ideas, creative individuals feel they deserve special, preferential treatment. 

 This sense of entitlement brings with it its own set of negative consequences, including cheating.  

 Interestingly, this sense of entitlement was found to be unique to creativity and not generalizable to other 
valued traits, such as intelligence (perhaps thought to be more “abundant” than creativity). 

Conclusion 

 World Economic Forum report titled “Future of Jobs” argues that by 2020, the Fourth Industrial Revolution 
would have created a world of “advanced robotics and artificial intelligence, disrupting and transforming the 
way we live and work”.  

 To flourish in a competitive world where the mundane is taken over by machines, creativity will become a must-
have.  

 Hence in the contemporary world of Fourth Industrial Revolution, the ethics of creativity will be more 
pronounced in the coming years. 

 

Topic:   Work culture, Quality of service delivery 

Q) From public service point of view, discuss the significance of the Sakala scheme 

of Karnataka. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction: 

 The Sakala scheme, unveiled in 2011 to cut red tape and ensure timely delivery of government services. 

 The Siddaramaiah government is now set to re-launch the scheme with stronger penal clauses for erring 
officials and a commission for its implementation.  

 Among its key features will be a steep hike in penalty for delay in delivery of service from the present Rs. 20 to 
Rs. 250 per day, with the total sum going up to Rs. 50,000.  

 The existing Sakala Mission has been given only supervisory position, without powers to collect penalty.  

 More than 725 services are covered under the Sakala Act. 

Significance of service delivery 

1. Inclusive growth 

 Service delivery touch millions 

2. Sustainable socio-economic development   

3. Achieve growth oriented governance 

Nature of service delivery 

1. Citizen centricity 

2. Transparency and accountability 

3. Efficiency 

Challenges 

o Rajiv Gandhi recognised the problems 
o Frustration among citizens 
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1. Focus has been convenience of service providers 

 Against citizen centricity approach 

2. Complex structures 

 Complex regulations, complicated forms 

 Lack of info 

 Lack of accountability 

 Absence of performance standards 

 Corruption 

 Inefficient 

Potential solutions 

1. Improve service delivery at grassroots  

o At Panchayat level 

2. Cutting edge level officers improvement 

o Patwari, Thanedar, Forest Guard should be improved in their functioning 

3. Treat people as participants, not beneficiaries 

o Enable alternate choices 

4. Easy and accessible interface 

o One stop 
o Single window 
o Cut Red tape 
o Automated service delivery outlets 
o Common civic service centres 

5. Create incentives for public servants 

o Minimum tenure 
o Stable and conducive environment 
o Penalise erring like in 

6. Explore other mechanisms for cost effectiveness 

o Outsourcing 
o Public private public partnership 

7. Post implementation evaluation 

o Develop cost, time and quality benchmarks for outcomes 
o Citizen report cards 
o Performance measurement and management systems 
o Undertake third party appraisal – independent professional institutions, citizens’ committee etc. 

8. Decentralisation of powers 

o Strengthen rural and urban local bodies 
o Capacity building of the local levels 

9. Participatory mechanisms 

o Involve people, Civil society, community organisations, NGOs, SHGs 
o Involve in all stages like service planning, budgeting, delivery, monitoring, feedback, quality benchmarking, 

social audit etc. 

10. Consumer protection 

o for ensuring service standards 
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Q) Why do you think there is a need for IAS to reinvent itself? What kind of 

attitudinal changes should IAS incorporate? Justify. (150 Words)  

The Indian Express 

Introduction: 

Prime minister decried the “chalta hai” culture in the nation and called upon the people, especially the youth, to 
embrace a “badal sakta hai” attitude.  In this respect, the role of IAS becomes significant not only because it occupies 
the centre of the administration, but also because IAS is at centre of the callousness, venality and corruption that 
define our governance as well. 

IAS must regain its moral stature. There must be introspection on where and how the service lost its ethical moorings 
and what should be done to reverse the degradation.  

The service has to focus on reinventing both its character and its personality. 

Chnaging the character 

 It will happen only by each and every IAS officer internalising the ethos of the honour code and conforming to it 
no matter the provocation or the temptation to infringe it.  

 It means championing change, pursuing public good with passion and professionalism, acting without fear or 
favour, accepting challenges, no matter how daunting, and letting actions and results speak for themselves.  

 It means reviving the old esprit de corps where officers stand up for each other in order to uphold public good. It 
means shunning ostentation, luxury and frills. 

Changing the personality 

 On the personality front, the IAS must adopt and adhere to a code of conduct of work ethics and behaviour. This 
means diligence and application, punctuality, disciplined work habits, willingness to learn, accepting 
responsibility for mistakes with humility, going to meetings well prepared, communicating clearly and effectively 
and being courteous and humble.  

 It also means being properly attired and well groomed. 

Changing administrative norms 

 They should delegate the authority to the subordinate officials and to the local levels as they cannot have the 
sufficient knowledge of intricacies of development. 

 Values like empathy, courage, emotional intelligence should be imbibed. 

Conclusion 

Once the IAS begins on this mission of reinventing itself, its effects will ripple through the system, galvanising change 
across the administrative hierarchy. It will soon find that it is well on its way to bringing out a transformation from 
“chalta hai” to “badal sakta hai” in the larger society. 
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